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Online-purchasing for agricultural products in Malaysia is not well received, despite the encouragement by the government and local vendors. This study examines the online purchasing behavior of consumers for selected agricultural products in Malaysia. The research objectives are: to document the profile of online shoppers; to document the types of products that are being purchased online; to determine the consumers behavior towards online purchasing; and to analyze factors affecting online purchases. An online survey was posted at www.geocities.com/sothy_46. The survey focused only on online shoppers for agro products. Notice of the survey was posted through www.pasarbong.com website. The notice was also sent to the customers through www.parksonline.com.my and www.egroceries.com.my. A total of 46 participants responded.
The data were analyzed using mean average, factor analysis, gap analysis and linear regression. Descriptive statistics was used to describe the respondent profile, consumer’s behavior and their beliefs of online purchasing of selected agro-products such as mean average. Factor analysis was used to uncover the dimension of the beliefs of online marketing for selected agro-products. Gap Analysis refers to the activity of studying the differences between standards and the delivery of those standards. Linear Regression model was used to predict the relationship between dependent variable of happy dealing online to independent variables used in the factor analysis.

The results showed that a majority of the respondent used e-commerce to purchase services such as, providing reservation/booking online and online banking rather than to purchase goods. The survey also included questions to determine the consumers’ expectation before they first purchase online as well as their perception after they had made online purchases. In general, the experience of the respondents was not up to their expectation. Based on factor analysis, there are five factors which influenced consumer’s perception towards online marketing. They are after sales services, communication, product attribute, satisfaction and delivery. The regression analysis also found that some factors were significant in influencing the level of consumers’ satisfaction regarding online purchasing.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Internet and E-Commerce : A Global Scenario

1.1.1 History of the Internet and E-Commerce

At the turn of the century, the Internet has become a popular mode of communication. Today, the Internet has reached every aspect of our lives, may it be communicating, information retrieving, shopping, banking or just plain entertainment. The Internet has provided us with all necessity in life, with a click of a button. This miracle laid its foundation back in the mid 18th century. It started with the invention of Telegraph (using Morse codes), Transatlantic cable and the Telephone. Today, telephones via modems provide the backbone of Internet connections. Modems provide Digital to Audio Conversions to allow computers to connect over the telephone network.

The need for the global Tele-communication and security came into play when Russia launched its first man made satellite, Sputnik, in 1957. The United States responded by forming Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA) within the Department of Defense (DoD) to establish U.S. advancement in science and technology applicable to the military. This led to the birth of ARPANET
commissioned by the U.S. Department of Defense for research into military networking. In 1971, electronic mail (e-mail) was invented to send messages across this distributed network. Today, e-mail is the main way of inter-person communication across the Internet.

ARPANET went global when it introduced its first international connection between University College of London (England) and Royal Radar Establishment (Norway). This connection made way for the Internet gateway. Gateways is defined as how large networks (maybe of different architecture) can be connected together. This led to many studies on Transmission Control Program (TCPs), File Transfer Protocol (FTPs) and Internet Protocol (IPs) were created. Telenet, the first commercial version of ARPANET for public package data service was made available in 1974. This led to creation of many Local Area Network (LAN) groups such as USENET, BITNET, PRNET, CSNET, NSFNET, EUNET, JANET, EARN, UUNET and WAIS.

The Internet got bigger and created the need to develop a Name Server and desktop workstations in 1983. A year later, Name Servers (eg: 123.456.789.10) was changed to Domain Name Server, which is something easier to remember. (e.g.: www.cs.cf.ac.uk). In 1987-88, commercialization of the Internet began and Internet Relay Chat (IRC) was introduced. Then in the early nineties, CERN and its developer Tim Berners- Lee released World Wide Web (WWW). This created an easy access to any form of information anywhere in the world. In 1993, the Internet provided 600 WWW sites for 2 million hosts. The Internet was viewed as vital by
both the business and media industry players. The U.S White House and United Nation (UN) launched their on-line sites. To ease access to the Internet, MOSAIC developed The Netscape Software, (one of the most popular WWW browser to date), as a User Friendly Graphical Front End to the WWW.

In 1994, Electronic Commerce appeared across the ARPANET/Internet as it celebrates its 25th anniversary. Shopping malls and banks provided services on line. The Pizza Hut in America opens up its first online pizza ordering system and First Virtual became the first cyber bank. This revolution is the beginning of a new way of life. Within a span of two years, many companies started to go online and registrations of domain names were no longer free. In 1996, Microsoft INC. enters Internet Explorer as a WWW browser. The WWW browser war begins, fought primarily between Netscape and Microsoft, whereby new releases are made quarterly with the help of Internet users eager to test upcoming (beta) versions. Until today the Internet is rapidly changing, more products and services are provided online for customers across the globe and maybe someday across the universe.

1.1.2 E-commerce Coverage and Online Purchasing Worldwide

E-Commerce, or Electronic Commerce, is a general term for any type of business, or commercial transaction that involves the transfer of information across the internet. The information technology industry might see it as an electronic business application aimed at commercial transactions. An alternative definition, e-commerce